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Singing voices synthesis is one of the important topics in speech science. Construc-

tion of singing voices synthesis system having naturalness and variety contributes to mu-

sic information processing and elucidation of the relationships between voice production

mechanisms, acoustic features, and perceptions. However, singing voices synthesis cannot

represent ‘Vocal registers’ appropriately.

Vocal register is a particular series of tones in the human voice that are produced by one

particular vibratory pattern of the vocal folds and therefore possess a common quality.

Human can sing songs naturally in wide range of frequency by training how to use vocal

fold vibrations to represent vocal registers. Many reserchers investigated relationships be-

tween vocal registers and characteristics of glottal sources. However, even state-of-the-art

singing voices synthesis systems cannot produce vocal registers appropriately. Natural-

ness of the synthesized singing voices using these systems is degraded in low and high tone

ranges. One of the methods for improving naturalness is adding characteristics of glottal

sources for each vocal register. This paper considers a model that can represent glot-

tal sources with characteristics of vocal registers for an advanced singing voice synthesis

system.

This paper proposes a method for controlling characteristics of glottal sources to syn-

thesize singing voices having characteristics of vocal registers. This paper constructs a

singing voice synthesis system with the ARX-LF model that can describe glottal sources

for each vocal register by simulating human voice production mechanisms．A model for

controlling ARX-LF parameters corresponding to characteristics of glottal sources was

constructed in accordance with tone ranges. A singing voices synthesis system for syn-

thesizing singing voices characterizing vocal registers was proposed, and the model for
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controlling ARX-LF parameters is constructed. Singing voices were systhesized by the

proposed system, and the control model was evaluated by performing both of objective

and subjective evaluation. This paper reports these results.

A singing voices sysnthesis system based on ARX-LF model was constructed to add

characteristics of glottal sources for each vocal register, that has analysis - control -

synthesis procedures. Singing voice data of each vocal register were analyzed by the

ARX-LF model, and ARX-LF parameter values corresponding to glottal source of each

vocal register were obtained. The control model was constructed using the results of the

analysis. ARX-LF parameters for each vocal register were interpolated in a linear manner.

Singing voices were systhesized by the proposed system, and objective evaluation was

performed. Spectral tilt in low frequency ranges was analyzed. As the results, almost

the same tendency of spectral tilt were obtained from the synthesized singing voices as

those from actual singing voices in each vocal register. Quality of the synthesized voices

was evaluated for subjective evaluation. As the results, almost the same impressions were

obtained from the synthesized singing voices as those from actual singing voices in each

vocal register. Additionally, it was suggested that controlling characteristics of glottal

sources of each vocal register is important in high and low tone ranges. Results revealed

effectiveness of the control model for synthesizing singing voices to characterize vocal

registers.

Methods and findings on this study are though of as leading to the realization of singing

voices synthesis having naturalness and variety, and the elucidation of the relationships

between voice production mechanisms, acoustic features, and perceptions.
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